
United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, 18th Session, April 22-May 3, 2019
Agenda Item 5: Discussion on the 2019 International Year of Indigenous Languages
Intervention by Nation of HawaFi, presented by Keild Kanahele-Santos

INTERPRETER. INTERVENTION WILL BE IN HAWAIIAN. PLEASE READ THE
BELOW TRANSLATION**

Please put on your headset

Mahalo Madame Chair and aloha to all delegations. My name is Keild o Namahiai
Kanahele-Santos. I am the grandson of Nation of Hawai  s Head of State, Pu uhonua Dennis
Bumpy  Kanahele. I was bom and raised on our sovereign land base, Pudihonua o Waimanalo

and I had the privilege of attending Hawaiian immersion school. I am fluent in  Olelo Hawai %
our mother tongue.

I was born on November 16,1998, 105 years after the illegal overth ow of the Hawaiian
Kingdom, and five years after the passage of U.S. Public Law 103-150, the Apology Law. My
upbringing allowed me to reclaim my identity as a Hawaiian National but my life outside the'
Nation made me realize that many Hawaiians have yet to find their Hawaiian National identity.

Fellow Hawaiians and other ethnic groups in Hawai i cannot fathom the idea that
Hawaiians will become independent again. It was discouraging and heartbreaking to have
friends doubt the restoration of the Hawaiian Nation. I didn t understand these doubts because
Nation of Hawaii already has the four criteria of an independent nation: a land base, a distinct
population, a gove  ment, and inte  ational relations.

As a child, the two words that stuck with me were justice and overthrow. I witnessed
many of the problems Hawaiians face due to the illegal overthrow of our Hawaiian Nation. I
worried about losing my home, and wondered why our Hawaiian flag was upside down to show
our Nation is in distress, I experienced negati ity, hatred, and doubt that are tied to the injustice
that Hawaiians experienced and continue to face.

I lea  ed that to be Hawaiian is to fight for our rights and our people. Our  olelo no 'eau
(words of wisdom) tell us, “Little work, little gain.  My family occupied Makapu u Lighthouse
and Kaupo Beach to fight for Hawaiian independence and the right of our people to have homes
on our national lands. We address each other as  ohana (family) even though we are not blood-
related. However, we are bound by the e periences of our families, who e ercised their rights as
Hawaiians, and occupied land. Through sacrifice and hard work, they established our sovereign
Hawaiian land base, which we developed over the past 25 years.

We recommend that the Permanent Fomm conduct a study on how to increase the
participation of youth in the fight for sovereignty.

To all the youth in Hawai i, we are the future. We must stand together to fight for what
is ours, to finish what our kupuna started, and to bring justice back to Hawai i. “No task is too
big when done together by all.” Eo.
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Mahalo Madame Chair and aloha to all delegations. My name is Keiki o Namahiai
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and I h d the pri ilege of attending Hawaiian immersion school. I am fluent in  Olelo Hawai %
our mother tongue.

I was bom on No ember 16, 1998, 105 years after the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian
Kingdom, and five years after the passage of U.S. Public Law 103-150, the Apology Law. My
upbringing allowed me to reclaim my identity as a Hawaiian National but my life outside the'
Nation made me realize that many Hawaiians have yet to find their Hawaiian National identity.

Fellow Hawaiians and other ethnic groups in Hawaii i cannot fathom the idea that
Hawaiians will become independent again. It was discouraging and heartbreaking to have
friends doubt the restoration of the Hawaiian Nation. I didn t understand these doubts because
Nation of HawaFi already has the four criteria of an independent nation: a land base, a distinct
population, a gove  ment, and inte  ational relations.

As a child, the two words that stuck with me were justice and overthrow. I witnessed
many of the problems Hawaiians face due to the illegal overthrow of our Hawaiian Nation. I
won ed about losing my home, and wondered why our Hawaiian flag was upside down to show
our Nation is in distress. I experienced negativity, hatred, and doubt that are tied to the injustice
that Hawaiians e perienced and continue to face.

I lea  ed that to be Hawaiian is to fight for our rights and our people. Our  olelo no ‘eau
(words of wisdom) tell us, “Little work, little gain.  My family occupied Makapu u Lighthouse
and Kaupo Beach to fight for Hawaiian independence and the right of our people to have homes
on our national lands. We address each other as  ohana (family) even though we are not blood-
related. However, we are bound by the experiences of our families, who exercised their rights as
Hawaiians, and occupied land. Through sacrifice and hard work, they established our sovereign
Hawaiian land base, which we developed over the past 25 years.

We recommend that the Permanent Foram conduct a study on how to increase the
participation of youth in the fight for sovereignty.

To all the youth in HawaFi, we are the future. We must stand together to fight for what
is ours, to finish what our kupuna started, and to bring justice back to HawaFi. “No task is too
big when done together by all.” Eo.




